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Abstract: Chemometric method such as cluster and principal component analyses applied for alkanes 
C6-C10 detection in the air. To increase piezosensor selectivity to analytes L-apiezon is applied as 
active modifier. It is shown that processing of piezosensor signals to analytes with cluster and principal 
component analyses allows to refer (to identify) substance to the appropriate alkane (hexane, heptane, 
octane, nonane, decane). 
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1. Introduction 
 
The qualitative analysis of multicomponent gas mixtures with application of classical methods, as a 
rule, conjugates to known by difficulties that are connected to presence at analyzable test of many 
substances of unknown nature. Detection of alkanes C6-C10 is hampered by isomers with close 
properties presence [1]. 
 
At handling individual signals of their covariance are not taken into account that reduces to statistically 
unreasonable outcomes. The approach at which the statistical analysis more than is reduced by one 
variable to handling each variable separately, is characterized by the limited possibilities as 
terminating connections about a population of variables, as a rule, may not be obtained from 
terminating connections about each variable. On separately taken separate signals it is impossible to 
receive a satisfactory analytical solution. Data processing is reduced to a multivariate diagnostic 
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problem when only cumulative interaction of indications reflects classification of plants on classes 
(groups) by actual criterion. 

 
The principal component analysis (PCA) is based on engineering of a modeling discernment, which 
apply to experimental data analysis and their graphic visualization. Analytes groups are distributed in 
n-dimensional space according to experimental data similarity and distinctions. PCA is a fast linear 
mode of handling of experimental data and alternative to nonlinear methods of discernment, for 
example, artificial neural network. On beforehand obtained experimental data PCA predicts more 
reliably than other methods of a modeling discernment. 
 
PCA application is connected to creation of the database consisting of variables, appropriate to 
responses of a sensor control in relation to various defined substances. A database is represented as a 
matrix X, in which each element PC - j - measured value for i-variable (the sensor response). PCA 
basic purpose consists in reflection of the information made in a database with application of the least 
number of variables (principal component, PC) and visualization of interactions (connections) between 
the measured responses. PC is linearly combined with original vectors n - variable sensor signals. 
Principal k- components can be determined on following equation (1): 
 

∑
=

⋅α=
n

1i ijxikkPC , (1) 

 
where - a vector for i-that variable, appropriate to the contribution of vectors of original signals of a 
sensor control to principal components. This contribution reflects a percentage modification of the data 
contained in everyone PC [2-4]. 
 
 
2. Experimental 
 
At experiment performance applied quartz AT - cut resonator with nominal frequency 8 MHz. 
Piezoelectric resonators represents a plate with the metal electrodes put from two sides. For updating a 
sensor control prepared for a solution: 25 mg a sorbent placed in a measured flask capacity of 25 cm3 
and volume leads up to a label solvent. On both quartz crystal electrodes a microsyringe rendered the 
received solution. The modified crystal maintained in a temperature interval which top level 
corresponds to solvent boiling temperature. After crystal drying we fixed the sensor frequency 
fluctuations shift. Before measurements sensor 15 − 30 min adapt for a measuring cell. Time of 
resonator frequency instability was within the limits of 10 Hz/15 min. 
 
Sensor control maintained up to a stable frequency fluctuations establishment, then into a cell entered a 
standard tests series with growing nitroethane concentration. All measurements were carried out at 
temperature 25 оС. Temperature was supervised the digital resistance thermometer and supported with 
accuracy 0.5 оС. Sensor analytical signal was calculated from following theoretical (linear) 
dependence (2) (the Sauerbrey equation): 
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where ∆f is the piezosensor fluctuations frequency change for the substances account, Hz; 

fo is the nominal piezosensor fluctuations frequency, MHz; 
A is the quartz crystal electrodes area adsorbing substance with weight m, сm2. 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
Thus PC chooses in view of a content of as much as possible varying signals for the further 
representation of experimental data in orthogonal space. PCA eliminates hindering values and reduces 
scale, allows introducing sensor signals graphically. More often for this purpose apply distribution of 
responses of a sensor control between two PC. 
 
The obtained database consisting of piezosensor analytical signals at individual alkanes C6 - C10 
detection, interprets 99.91 % of the information to first two PC (Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Factors After Handling by a Method of Principal Components. 

 
Principal component Alkanes  

 
PC1 

 
PC2 

 
PC3 

 
PC4 

Hexane  0,7689 −0,0159 −0,2634 −0,0362 
Heptane  −0,2349 1,0994 1,3914 0,012 
Octane  −0,6171 0,7323 −1,2649 0,8265 
Nonane  −0,5439 −0,3571 −0,3706 −1,6246 
Decane  −0,3730 −1,4586 0,5074 0,8222 
 

Realization of precision alkane’s identification is based on piezosensor signals distribution between 
first two principal components. Distribution of signals piezosensor that modified with L-apiezon, in 
relation to alkanes C6 - C10 a normal structure is shown on Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The Graphics Image of Signals of a Sensor control to Alkanes C6 - C10 
Between First Two Principal Components: 

1 - hexane; 2 - heptane; 3 - octane; 4 - nonane; 5 - decane. 
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Such representation of signals of sensor controls satisfactorily identifies hydrocarbon homologues. 
Elimination hexane from common regularity is connected, probably, with negligible difference of 
distribution coefficient of hexane between gas phase and a film of the modifier (k = 5, 87) from 
distribution coefficient of heptane (k = 8, 69), the appropriate distribution coefficient of octane k = 19, 
03 (Table 2). 
 

 
Table 2. Some Physical Parameters and Factors of Distribution Alkanes C6 - C10  

Between Gas Phase and a Film of the Modifier (L - apiezon)[5] 
 

Alkanes  Molecular weiht, 
g/mol 

Dielectric constant  Surface 
tension, N/m  

Distribution 
coefficient  

Hexane  86,18 1,8900 18,4300 5,87 
Heptane  100,21 1,9240 20,8500 8,69 
Octane  114,23 1,9480 21,8000 19,03 
Nonane  128,00 1,9720 22,9200 36,42 
Decane  142,29 1,9910 23,9200 52,87 

 
The cluster analysis is intended for separation of plants on the given or unknown number of classes on 
the basis of some mathematical criterion of quality of classification. 

 
The criterion of quality of clustering reflects the following informal requirements: 

- Inside groups plants are tightly connected among themselves;  
- Plants of different groups are far from each other;  
- With other things being equal distributions of plants on groups are uniform. 
 

For deriving obvious representation about stratification structure of alkanes C6-C10 the dendrogram of 
grouping of alkanes (Figure 2) is constructed. Thus hierarchical procedure allows estimating selection 
of groupings and illustrates dependence of the clusters formed on different pitches of agglomerative or 
divisimian algorithms. It stimulates imagination of the contributor and helps to attract formal 
additional and informal representations for an estimation of structure of the data. 

 
Fig 2. A dendrogram of alkanes: 1 - hexane; 2 - heptane; 3 - octane; 

4 - nonane; 5 - decane. 
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Classification of alkanes is based on sequential join of clusters (agglomeration) and their selection 
(divisimian procedures). On a first step all plants read out separate clusters, then on each subsequent 
pitch two nearest clusters are banked in one. Each join reduces number of clusters by one, in outcome 
all plants gather in one cluster (Figure 3). 
 
The most known representation method of distances matrix or likenesses is based on idea of a 
dendrogram or the tree diagram. The dendrogram can be determined as the graphics image of 
outcomes of process of sequential clustering which is carried out in terms of distances matrix. 
 
With the help of a dendrogram geometrically it is possible graphically or to represent procedure of 
clustering provided that this procedure operates only with elements of a matrix of distances or 
likenesses. Distance values or the likenesses adequate (answering) to a structure of new clusters are 
represented on a horizontal straight line on a dendrogram. 
 
Figure 2 corresponds to 5 hydrocarbons. Objects 2, 3 (heptane, octane) and 5, 6 (nonane, decane) are 
closest and consequently are banked in small clusters at the level of proximity equal 0, 6. The object 1 
(hexane) forms a cluster at a level 1, 1. In total on a dendrogram 3 clusters which are finally grouped in 
one at a level 1, 5. The aspect of a dendrogram depends on a choice of a measure of a likeness or 
distance between object and a cluster and a clustering method. Most an important point is the choice of 
a measure of a likeness or a measure of distance between plant and a cluster. 
 
The cluster obtained by results of classification of signals of a piezosensor, modified with L - apiezon, 
at alkanes C6 - C10 normal structure detection allows identifying alkanes - homologues (Figure 3). 
Identification is based on comparison of signals of a piezosensor at definition of test of the unknown 
compound containing alkane of a normal structure, with the appropriate responses of a sensor control 
forming a cluster. 
 
At hit of a signal of a piezosensor in a cluster it is concluded a membership of substance to alkanes C6 
- C10 a normal structure. 

 
Fig. 3. A Cluster Constructed by Results of Signals Classification of Piezosensor Modified with 

L-apiezon at Alkanes Normal Structure Detection: 
1 - hexane; 2 - heptane; 3 - octane; 4 - nonane; 5 - decane 
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4. Conclusions 
 
Hit of a signal of a sensor control about each point describing alkane, allows to refer (to identify) 
substance to the appropriate alkane (hexane, heptane, octane, nonane, decane). The cluster is 
constructed on signals of a piezosensor to alkanes C6 - C10 a normal structure, nevertheless it is fair 
and for alkanes - isomers. 
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